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ANDREI MOROIANU [16] , [17] , who showed that every eigenvalue A of the Dirac operator on a compact Kahler manifold (M 2771 , g, J) of positive scalar curvature S satisfies (2) A^'^inf^ if mis odd, 4m M and
The manifolds which satisfy the limiting case of these inequalities (called limiting manifolds for the remaining of this paper), are characterized by the existence of Kahlerian Killing spinors (see [17] , [14] ) for m odd and by the existence of spinors satisfying some more complicated equations ((8)-(11) below), for m ^ 4 even (cf. [17] , [10] ). In complex dimension m = 2, they were classified in 1993 by Th. Friedrich [5] . Limiting manifolds of odd complex dimension were geometrically described by the author in 1994 [21] , whereas the problem in even complex dimensions m > 4 has remained open until now.
It was remarked by K.-D. Kirchberg [17] that a product NxT 2 , where N is a limiting manifold of odd complex dimension and T 2 is a flat torus, is a limiting manifold of even complex dimension. More generally, this holds for suitable twisted products, i.e. for suspensions of commuting pairs of isometries of N preserving a Kahlerian Killing spinor, over parallelograms in M 2 (Section 7).
The main goal of this paper is to show that, conversely, every limiting manifold of even complex dimension can be obtained in this way (see Thm. 7.4 for a precise statement). A similar result (omitting, however, the twisted case) appears in [20] , but the argument is incomplete, as observed in [22] . The assertion that each limiting manifold of even complex dimension is locally isometric to N x R 2 , where N is a limiting manifold of odd complex dimension will therefore be referred to as Lichnerowicz 5 conjecture.
The most important part of this paper (Section 3 to 6) is devoted to proving that the Ricci tensor of a limiting manifold is parallel, a missing point in [20] . The main ideas are the following: in [22] we showed that the Ricci tensor of a limiting manifold M has only two eigenvalues, and that M is foliated by the integral manifolds of the two corresponding eigenspaces (see Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 below). Using this, we consider (Section 4) a suitable 1-parameter family of metrics on M and show that they are all limiting metrics, thus obtaining information about the curvature of M. In Section 5, ideas from [21] and the classification of (simply connected) Spin 0 manifolds with parallel spinors [23] allow us to show that every Spin 0 structure carrying Kahlerian Killing spinors (of special algebraic form) has to be a spin structure. Next comes the key step of the proof: we consider (Section 6) the restriction of a limiting spinor to the maximal leaves of one of the above distributions (corresponding to the non-zero eigenvalue of the Ricci tensor), and show that it is a Spin 0 Kahlerian Killing spinor on each such leaf. Together with the results obtained in the two previous sections, this implies that the Ricci tensor of M is parallel and that the leaves are limiting manifolds of odd complex dimension. This proves the above mentioned (local) conjecture of Lichnerowicz.
Finally, the complete classification of limiting manifolds of even complex dimension is obtained in Section 7, after a careful analysis of the action of the fundamental group of M on its universal cover.
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Preliminaries.
We follow here the presentation and notations from [10] . For basic definitions concerning spin and Spin 0 structures see [23] . Let (M^^.J) be a spin Kahler manifold and let SM be the spinor bundle of M. We denote by S the scalar curvature of M and by ^2 the Kahler form, defined by^(x,y)=^(jx,r). For every vector X € TM and every spinor ^ we have
It is well-known (see [15] ) that EM splits with respect to the Clifford action of fl, into m (6) SA^^S^M, 9=0 where E^M is the eigenbundle of rank ( m ) associated to the eigenvalue
On the other hand, on every even-dimensional spin manifold M 2771 , the Clifford action of the complex volume element ^c := i^e^ ' ... • e^rn (where {ei,"-,e2m} is an oriented local orthonormal frame) yields a decomposition EM = E+MOE-M, where E±M is the eigenbundle of EM corresponding to the eigenvalue =L1 ofo^. If ^ = ^4. + ^-with respect to this decomposition, we define its conjugate ^ := ^+ -^_ = ^c -^. It is easy to check that for M Kahler, this decomposition of EM is related to (6) by (7) E+M = (]) E^M, and E_M = (]) E^M.
q even g odd
We also recall that EM carries a parallel C-anti-linear automorphism j commuting with the Clifford multiplication and satisfying j 2 = (-i)" 1 " 1 . The C-anti-linearity ofj easily shows that j^CT) = i^-^.
We now turn our attention to limiting manifolds of complex dimension m = 2£ ^ 4 and recall their characterization in terms of special spinors. THEOREM 2.1 (cf. [17] , see also [10] ). -Let (M,^,J) be a spin compact Kahler manifold of complex dimension m = 2£. Then every eigenvalue X of the Dirac operator of M satisfies the inequality (3) . Moreover, for m ^ 4, equality holds in (3) if and only if the scalar curvature S of M is a positive constant and there exists a spinor ^ € I^E^^M) such that
^(X -UX). D^f = (Ric(X) -iJRic{X)) ' D^, VX, 5' where ^ = ---. In particular, (8) 
implies (after a Clifford contraction)
n -2
that D^f e r(E^M).
These relations correspond to formulas (58), (59), (60) and (74) from [17] , with the remark that ^ above and ^-1 of [17] are related by \S/ == j^" 1 . They are also obtained in [10] , where one can moreover find a very elegant proof of inequalities (1)-(3) by means of elementary linear algebra.
In the next section we will also need the following stronger version of the "if" part of the above theorem THEOREM 2.2 (cf. [10] , Proposition 2). -Let (M,^, J) be a spin compact Kahler manifold of complex dimension m = 2£. Suppose that there exists a spinor ^ € I^S^M) and a real number X such that ^ satisfies (8) , D^f € r(E^M) and D 2^ = A 2^. Then \ satisfies the equality in (3) .
,From now on, when speaking about limiting manifolds without specifying their dimension, we always understand that they have even complex dimension m = 2£ ^ 4.
Eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor of limiting manifolds.
In [22] we obtained the following THEOREM 3.1 (cf. [22] , Thm. 3.1). -The Ricci tensor of a limiting manifold of even complex dimension has two eigenvalues, K and 0, the first one with multiplicity n -2 and the second one with multiplicity 2. Proof. -All but the last statement are clear from Theorem 3.1, so we only prove the integrability of £ and F. Let p denote the Ricci form of M, defined by p(X, Y) = Ric(JX, V), which, of course satisfies dp = 0. Remark that Xjp = 0 for X e £ and Xjp = -K,JX for X e F. We consider arbitrary vector fields X, Y € £ and Z € F and obtain (cr stands for the cyclic sum) so £ is integrable. Similarly, for X, Y e T and Z G £ we have 0 = dp(X, V, Z) = a(X(p(V, Z) -p([X, V], Z))
which proves the integrability of F. D From (8)-(11) follows that for every section X of £ we have
Conversely, we have Proof. -Immediate consequence of (9), (10) . D For later use, we remark that taking the covariant derivative in (12) with respect to some arbitrary vector field Y on M yields (14) Vy(X -iJX) . ^ = Vy(X -iJX) . D^ = 0.
The curvature tensor of limiting manifolds.
In this section we collect information on the curvature tensor of limiting manifolds by using deformations of the metric tensor in the £directions. More precisely, we show that such a deformation by a constant factor does not affect the property of M to be a limiting manifold, and using the results from the previous sections we interpret this in terms of the curvature tensor. From now on, we shall use such adapted frames for several computations, without explicitly stating it at each time. THEOREM 4.2. -Let M be a limiting manifold and TM = £ C F the decomposition given by Theorem 3.1. Denote by g 8 and g^ the restrictions of the metric tensor to the two distributions £ and F and define a family of Riemannian metrics on M by (^ = t 2 g 8 + g 7 (so, of course, g 1 = g). Then, (M,(^) is a limiting manifold for each t > 0. Moreover, the Ricci tensor ofg t does not depend on t.
Proof. -Let us denote by X »->• X t the canonical isometry between (T^M,^) and (T^M,^) given by X t = X for X G F^ and X t = X/t for X € Ex-We choose a (local) adapted frame u = {^,/j} and let X, y, Z belong to this frame. Using the Koszul formula and Corollary 3.
where TV is the number of X, V, Z belonging to <f. Using this, we compute the spin covariant derivative in the new metric (for the sake of simplicity, we set (M,(^) = M*). The isometry X ^ X* constructed above yields a bundle isomorphism Pso^M -> Pso^^i u 1-)> ut^ satisfying (ua)* = n^a for all a e 5'On? hence the composition Pspin,M ^ P^o.M -^ Psod efines a spin structure on M t . Nevertheless, in order to avoid confusion, we shall not identify the spin structures on M and M t , but only denote the canonical isomorphism between them by 7 i-^ 7^. We thus obtain an isomorphism of the spin bundles of M and M t , <S> \-^ ^ which satisfies (X ' <!>)* = X* • ^*. Consider our spinor ^ and write it as ^ = [7^L where 7 is a local section of Pspin^M projecting over the adapted frame u. Then, classical formulas for the (spin) covariant derivative together with (15) yield, for X € T,
On the other hand, a simple use of (12) and (14) shows that the last sum vanishes:
for every section X of F. A similar argument shows that this equation is also satisfied if X is a section of £. Finally, the equations that we used to prove this formula (i.e. (12) and (14)) also hold for P^, so we obtain in the same way
Then, using (13) and (16) yields £W = E/^ • V^* = (D^Y, and similarly D\D^Y = (D 2^ = A 2^, hence (D*) 2^* = A 2^. We have thus shown that ^t is an eigenspinor for the square of the Dirac operator D* on M* with the eigenvalue A 2 . Theorem 2.2 then implies that M* is a limiting manifold for all t. Consequently, by Theorem 3.1, the Ricci tensor of M t has the same eigenvalues as that of M. In order to show that Ric = Ric*, it then suffices to show that the kernels of Ric and Ric* are the same. This follows from Lemma 3.3 together with (16) and (17). D LEMMA 4.3.
Let X, Y be sections of £ and F respectively and {ci^fj} an adapted frame. Then
2. If Xi,X2 are sections ofE and Y\^Y^ are sections ofy, then (19) g^x^X^) =p(Vx^,Xi) , ^(Vy.X^) =<7(Vy^,ri).
Proof. In the last equality, the third term vanishes by Lemma 4.3, and the fourth term vanishes too, since it is of the form dijbij with fly symmetric and bij skew-symmetric, so we are left with Ric(X, X) = R{f,, X, X, f,) + R(ei,X, X, e,) = Ric^X, X) + ff(V/,X. e,) 2 This formula holds for any of the metrics g*, by Theorem 4.2. Using (15) we then find (23) Ric*(X, X) = Rico(X, X) +1~2 Rici(X, X),
where Rico(X, X) = Ric A^( X, X) -ff(Ve,X, efe)g(Ve,X, a) and Rici(X, X) is the sum of the remaining terms in the above relation. By Theorem 4.2 again, we then obtain Rici(X,X) = 0 (which is equivalent to (21)), so finally Ric(X, X) = Rico(X, X) = Ric^X, X) -ff(Ve.X, e,) 2 . D COROLLARY 4.5. -The following relation holds: (24) ^ R(ei, X, X, e.) = -^(ff(Vxe,, /,) 2 + ff(Ve.X, e,-) 2 ). (20) and (22):
R(e,, X, X, e,) = Ric(X, X) -fi(/,, X, X, /,) = Ric^X, X) -^(Ve,X, e,) 2 -(Ric^X, X) +<7(Vy,X,e,) 2 ) = -^Vx^/^-^Ve.X^) 2 . D
Kahlerian Killing spinors on Spin 0 manifolds.
In this section we give a classification of Spin 0 Hodge manifolds of odd complex dimension carrying Kahlerian Killing spinors lying in the "middle" of the spectrum of the Kahler form. Such a classification has, of course, some interest independently of other considerations, but its real importance to our problem will only become clear in the next section. Proof. -The proof is in two steps. We first show, as in [21] that the Kahlerian Killing spinor on M induces a Killing spinor on some S 1 bundle over M, and then use the classification of Spin 0 manifolds carrying Killing spinors to conclude.
By rescaling the metric of M and taking the conjugate of ^ if necessary, we may suppose that the Killing constant satisfies a == (-1)^/2, so (25) becomes The condition above on the first Chern class of S shows that there is a connection on S whose curvature form G satisfies G = -ZFTT*^. This connection induces a 1-parameter family of metrics on S which turn the bundle projection TT : S ->• M into a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibers. These metrics are given bŷ
where uj denotes the (imaginary valued) connection form on S. Let V t denote the unit vertical vector field on S defined by ^(V*) = i/t and for X G TM, let X* denote its horizontal lift to TS. We now compute the O'Neill tensors [25] For the remaining of this section, we fix t = -1/r and denote V := V* and gs '-= 9^-We thus have obtained On the other hand, V projects to 0 and X* to X, so [V, X*] projects to 0, i.e. it is vertical. We have shown that [V,X*] = 0 for every vector field X on M. Or, gs{V,V) = 1 implies that gs{V, Vx^) = 0 and thus By pull-back from M, on S we obtain a Spin 0 structure whose spinor bundle is just TT*EM (for M spin, this was shown in [21] , Section 3; the Spin 0 case is similar). Clifford multiplication is given by Here we have used the fact that ^ e S^M ® S^M and thuŝ . ^ = (-1)^ (recall that S^M C S+M exactly when ^ is even).
These two equations just mean that TT*^ is a Killing spinor of the pull-back Spin 0 structure on 5'.
Remark 5.4. -At this point, the reader might be slightly confused by the fact that Kahlerian Killing spinors on Spin 0 manifolds (inducing Killing spinors on suitable S 1 bundles) also appear in [24] . But, in contrast to our present situation, they do not live in the "middle" of the spectrum of ^2, and the Spin 0 structures of the S 1 bundles considered there are not the same as here (see [24] , Prop. 3.2).
Now, a standard argument shows that TT*^ induces a parallel spinor <E> on the cone S over 5, endowed with the pull-back Spin 0 structure (see [23] ). Since 6' is compact, a theorem of Gallot ([9], Prop. 3.1) shows that S is an irreducible Riemannian manifold. From ([23], Thm.3.1) we then deduce that either the Spin 0 structure of S is actually a spin structure, or there exists a Kahler structure I on S such that (32) X ' <S> = H(X) ' <E>, VX € TS, and the Spin 0 structure of S is the canonical Spin 0 structure induced by I (these two cases do not exclude each other). In the first case we are done since then the Spin 0 structure on M has to be a spin structure, and ^ has to be a usual Kahlerian Killing spinor, so M is a limiting manifold.
In the second case, we first remark that S carries another Kahler structure, say J, which comes from that of M, and such that <I> lies in the kernel of the Kahler form fl,j of J (see [21] ).
Taking the Clifford product with fl.j in (32) and using (5) 
Restrictions of spinors to the leaves of T.
We are now ready to complete the proof of our main result: where, as usual, ()C M )^ denotes a square root of the canonical bundle of M. Through this identification, the spin covariant derivative on the left hand side corresponds to the Levi-Civita covariant derivative on the right hand side. In our particular situation we have the following isomorphisms of complex vector bundles: We now want to compute the covariant derivative of ^N as Spin 0 spinor on N. Note, first, that each of the above vector bundles inherit a covariant derivative (that we shall call natural), coming from the Levi-Civita covariant derivative on M. Indeed, all these bundles are exterior and tensor products of sub-bundles of TM C . On each sub-bundle of TM^ we have a covariant derivative obtained from the usual covariant derivative on M, followed by the projection to the considered sub-bundle. But, in general, the above isomorphisms do not preserve the covariant derivatives obtained in this way (because 8 and T are not parallel distributions -at least, we do not know this yet!). Nevertheless, the next lemma shows that we may compute the covariant derivative of ^N using the above isomorphisms.
Let us denote by A the natural connection induced on (f 1 ' 0 )!^ by the Levi-Civita covariant derivative of M, and by V^^ the corresponding Spin 0 covariant derivative on (/C^i^ ^ (f 1 ' 0 !^ ^ A°^N). It should be noted that the natural covariant derivatives on A 771 "^.^0' 1 ) ^ /Câ nd A*(^7 0 ' 1 ) ^ A°'*7V coincide with those coming from the Levi-Civita connection on N. With these notations we have LEMMA 6.2.
(36) V^^^ = (Vy^)|N, VV e TN.
Proof. -By (8), (9) and (12) easily follows (37) (X -iJX) ' Vy^ = (X -iJX) • VyD^ = 0, W e TM, X e £.
This implies, as before, that the (A^)^ ^A^TV-part of (Vy^)|jv vanishes for all V, hence (VY<I>)|^V is also a section of (^C M )2\]\[ (g) (^1' 0 |^• (g) A 0 '* TV). We then remark that the natural covariant derivative on the bundle B := (K. M )^\N 0 {£ 1 ' 0 \N ^ A°'*AQ is obtained from the spin covariant derivative on B (identified via (35) to a sub-bundle of SMI^v) followed by the projection back to B. But, as the isomorphism (34) preserves the covariant derivatives, we deduce that the natural covariant derivative on B is just the Spin 0 covariant derivative V^^. We have thus obtained We then apply Theorem 5.2 and deduce that the Spin 0 structure on N has actually to be a spin structure (i.e. ^l' o |7v is a flat bundle on TV, or, equivalently, F = 0). We shall now see that the vanishing of F implies that 8 and F are parallel, and this will complete the proof.
For an arbitrary vector field X on TV we compute, using the first Bianchi identity, Lemma 4.3, (38) and (24) Proof. -Denote by TT the covering projection M -> M and take an arbitrary point x 6 M. It is clear from the above proof that the maximal leaf N of ^ containing re is a limiting manifold of odd complex dimension. We have seen moreover that N is simply connected, so each connected component of ^^(TV) is isometric to N. Take y € 7^~l(x) and let N be the maximal leaf of the pull-back of F to M containing y. The decomposition theorem of de Rham implies that M ^ N x R 2 . Finally, it is easy to see that N is just the connected component of Tr" 1^) containing y, and thus TV is a limiting manifold of odd complex dimension. D By taking into account the classification of limiting manifolds of odd complex dimension [21] we can refine this result as follows -if (, is even, M is isometric to the Riemannian product N x R 2 , where N is the twistor space of some quaternionic Kahler manifold of positive scalar curvature.
The classification of limiting manifolds.
Let M 4^ be a limiting manifold of complex dimension 2^, TT : M -> M its universal cover and F the fundamental group of M. Obviously, F can be seen as a discrete group of isometries acting freely on M, and M is isomorphic to M/F. Theorem 6.3 says that M is isometric to a Riemannian product N x M 2 , where N is a limiting manifold of odd complex dimension. We first recall the following (probably well-known) general result Proof. -We use again the theorem of Kobayashi, which implies that there is no group of holomorphic isometries acting freely on N. Let 7 == (7W) ^ r and suppose that 7" is not a translation. Since 7" is holomorphic, it is of the form v ^ av + f3, a, (3 € C, a -^ 1, so it has a fixed point, say VQ. This implies that for every n, either 7^ has no fixed point, or 7 71 = l^xRs. Consider the subgroup (7) of F generated by 7. If (7) is finite (of order n > 1), then by the above ^f rn has no fixed point for m < n, hence (7') acts freely on N, which is impossible. Hence (7) has infinite order, and thus 7^ has no fixed point for all n > 1. Again by the theorem of Kobayashi, it follows that (7') does not act freely on N. As N is compact, we can then find x e N and a sequence HI -^ oo such that 7'^ (x) -^ x. This implies that 7 n^( a;,^;o) -> {x,vo}, so the action of (7) on N x R 2 is not free, a contradiction. This shows that 7" is a translation. D The above argument actually proves slightly more, namely that if some 7 = (7',7'Q ^ F satisfies 7" = 1^2, then 7' = l^r. In particular, this implies, firstly, that F has no element of finite order, and secondly, that r is Abelian, because the r"-part of any commutator is the identity, by the above lemma. Hence F ^ Z^ and the compactness of M easily implies that k = 2. Let 7^ = (7^7/)5 i = 1,2 be two elements generating F, where 7,' are commuting holomorphic isometries of N and 7^' are translations of R 2 .
We now show that every isometry 7' of N such that 7' 6 F' lifts to an isomorphism of the spin bundle of N preserving a Kahlerian Killing spinor ^N on N (not depending on 7'). For this we first need the following well-known classical result. a) Uniqueness is obvious. To prove existence, we denote the covering projection by TT and remark that 7T*PsOnM is isomorphic to P^o^M. It follows that the pull-back by TT of the spin structure on M defines a spin structure on M. b) Using^a), for every spin structure on M we may view the spin structure onji-f as a pull-back. We then define j[m,Um} = [^(m),Um\, where m C M, m = 7r(m) and Um is an element of Pspm^Af. It is easy to check that this is a lift to Pspm^M of the tangent action of 7 on PsoJ^' Conversely, if T is a lift to Pspm^M of the tangent action I\ on PsoJ^. then we simply define Pspin^M=(Pspm^M)/r, and it is clear that the two constructions are inverse to each other. D Let <I> be^the eigenspinor of the Dirac operator on M defined in Section 5 and <1> the spinor induced on M by pull-back. From (13) follows that Vx^ = 0 for all vectors X e £ so obviously Vx^ = 0 for all vectors X on M = N x R 2 tangent to R 2 . This shows that the restriction of S to N x {v} is a Kahlerian Killing spinor ^N on N which does not depend on v C M 2 . Now, by Lemma 7.3, b) the spin structure of M corresponds to a lift of r to Pspin^A^, which preserves <I>. Take an element 7 = (7', 7") in F. The fact that 7*$ = $ shows that ^N = ^N, where 7^ is the lift of the action of 7' to Pspm^N given by the restriction of 7^. Thus every isometry 7' € r' lifts to an isomorphism of Pspin N preserving ^N.
Conversely, let N be an odd dimensional limiting manifold, 7^, 73 be two commuting holomorphic isometries of N with the above property and 7^, ^ two (linearly independent) translations of R 2 . Then M := {N x R 2 )/? is an even dimensional limiting manifold, where F = ((7^, 7^")). To see this, remark first that the spin structure of N x R 2 is obtained from that of N by pull-back on N x R 2 and enlargement of the structure group. In order to complete the classification, we have to decide when two limiting manifolds obtained in this way are isomorphic (i.e. holomorphically isometric). This is achieved by the following Proof. -Any holomorphic isometry Mi -^ M^ obviously lifts to a holomorphic isometry $ : Mi = TVi x R 2 -^ N^ x R 2 = M2 of the universal covers, which, by Lemma 7.1, can be written <I> = (<^,A), where (p is a holomorphic isometry TVi -)• N-2 and A : R 2 -> R 2 is of the form Av = av+/3, a € 5 1 , /? € C. Now, such a holomorphic isometry $ descends to the quotients of Mi, M^ through Fi, T^ if and only if Fi = <I>~1 oF2 o<l>, which is equivalent to our statement. D
